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Editorial
Here we are again, the start of a new
flying season. Once more there is the hope and
anticipation for a year of “reasonable” flying
weather. Let’s hope that we don’t have to
suffer the postponements, and sometimes even
abandonment, of some events, as happened in 2009.
Once again, I would be grateful for any contributions you can make for
this years editions. The closing date for the April edition is March 31st .
The following advice is from Frank Boughton, Chairman of the Leinster
Club, and the subject has far reaching consequences for everyone who flies
model aircraft in Ireland;
" Most of you will know by now that there is an emerging problem over the
possible application of the Planning Laws to the use of certain flying sites. This
was discussed in some detail at the MACI AGM on 28 November, 2009. It is a
serious matter which has already resulted in the loss of one site. The issue will
continue to receive further detailed examination by the MACI during the coming
year. One way in which the attention of Planning Authorities may be drawn to a
flying site is the making of complaints by members of the public over noise,
nuisance, overflights of houses, livestock etc. It would be as well, therefore, if
members would bear this in mind and pay strict attention to the MACI Flying
Rules and to their own Club's Safety Rules. Club Safety Officers have particular
responsibilities in this regard to ensure that the continued use of their valuable
amenity is not put in jeopardy by careless behaviour.".
In view of the above I would ask you all to look at the Flying Site
Guidelines on page 30. I would also encourage you to visit www.maci.ie and
view the MACI Safety Code. The file is available to download and so can be
printed and shared with members who do not have internet access.
May the number of good landings you make be equal to the number of
your take-offs.

Chris Clarke
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Winter Projects
The photo on the left is a
Laser 200 that I am building. I
flew one back in the 80’s and
90’s with some success. The
present series of Extra
aerobatic planes owe their
existence to the Laser, i.e.
Spinks Acromaster.
Leo Loudenslanger rebuilt the
Spinks, which became the
Laser. With unlimited vertical
performance and a roll rate of
180° a second, it finished the
Pitts and anything else that was in Europe at that time.
Biplanes always had a drag factor, (unlimited power – drag = limited
performance), like trying to slam a bathroom door with the windows closed! Leo
once said landing the Pitts was like coming down in a man-hole cover. He went
on to win everything with the Laser, including the world championships. Sadly he
was killed in a motorcycling accident.
The model spans 85” and is powered by an ST2300
My second
winter project was the
Fieseler Storch. Now
this is a real pain in the
a**. It’s from the
Dennis Bryant plan but
still doesn’t show a
proper working cabin
door……..our judges
would have a field day
with this one. I don’t
think that there is
anything out there that
is 100% scale, and I am
not going down that road any more anyway.
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The plan shows a
sprung undercarriage
made up of heavy piano
wire and brass tubes all
soldered together with
fuse wire, (what’s fuse
wire? The older guys will
know). Anyway, I made
up the suspension part of
the U/C from close fitting
brass tubes courtesy of .22
rifle magazines. The local
gun dealer was cutting up
50 rifles and he let me
have
the
tubular
magazines, see sketch.

The plan shows nasty ply control horns & hinges, I’ll probably have to
change them all.
The model spans 90” and will be powered by a 90FS. Will it fly?.....only
time will tell.

Kevin Wilson
IRL-1359
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RETROPLANE 2009
Vintage Gliders over Ireland!
About Retroplane: Retroplane is a meeting of slope soaring which is
unique in Europe. It is reserved for old style gliders up until around 1960. In other
words, prior to the arrival of
fibre glass gliders. This
meeting unites those
passionate about building and
flying original models. The
advantage of this meeting
being held on a slope is that it
allows flying to take place at
eye level thus giving pleasure
and allowing one the chance
to admire the workmanship
through the fabric and to hear
the whistling of the wind
through the wing struts.
Some of the Retroplane participants
Each year, Retroplane is held in a different French region, but the 2009
edition is the first one to take place outside of France, for 2 weeks, combining the
meeting and family Holiday altogether!
This destination was announced 2 years ago in order to plan and budget
the travel. The number of participants decreased gradually (a few months after the
first announcement, we had more than 70 pilots booked!), not a real surprise
given the cost of the crossing. In
the end, thirty participants made
the voyage, including 5 Irish
pilots, but curiously this year, no
English participants, even though
they are so close to the event...
Pilots this year came from
Belgium, Switzerland , Germany,
France, Austria ... This event was
small in terms of the number of
pilots, but great in atmosphere
and with the flying conditions.
This year, was also hosted as a
Les Gosnell ready to launch Kevin Barry’s
family event, wives joined us, and
Musger MG 19b
in total that's around sixty people
who gathered each day at camp to celebrate.
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The base camp was
established at the
Morriscastle campsite in
Kilmuckrige,
Co.
Wexford, on the east coast
100km south of Dublin,
with the designated flying
sites for the entire event
being Mount Leinster,
about 45 minutes drive
East of the camp. A few
pilots arrived a week
before the event to tour the
Island, but the vast
majority of them arrived
the Monday before the meeting.

Author’s quarter scale AK1

On the Wednesday (8th of July), the forecasted weather was for a mild
westerly breeze for the next day, but rain for the remaining of the week!
Officially, the meeting was planned to start on the Friday, but because almost
everyone had already arrived, we decided to move the beginning of the event a
day before to play safe. Well, that was a wise move for sure, as it pretty much
rained all day Friday and Saturday!

Les & Ralph showing off their Opel Rak’s

enough for the majority of the machines.
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First day of the
meeting, and we all
move in a convoy to the
West facing slope of
Mount Leinster, one of
the easiest to get to, as
this is along the road
heading to Nine Stones
and the RTE mast.
Plenty of space to park,
and the slope is huge,
smooth and the landing
zone is a carpet of
heather! The wind was
15/20km/h as forecast,
which was more than

Laurent Legeay Ente Canard glider

Each year, new
gliders just out of the
workshops are waiting
to do their maiden
voyage, and this time
not less than 17
models made their
first flights during the
event!
These
constructions can be
seen in detail on the
Retroplane's forum
( h t t p : / /
www.Retroplane.net/
forum).

The most remarkable and original this year were the RRG Ente by Claude
Lacombe(FR) and Laurent Legeay(FR) at 1/5 and 1/4 scale respectively. These
Canard gliders were built with home made plans and personal documentation
from a recently build replica exhibited in Germany at the Wasserkuppe Museum.
Also new. was the Musger MG19b and Opel Rak from our own Kevin
Barry, (who also brought his SZD6 Nietoperz, an original flying wing), Ralph
McCarthy and Les Gosnell from Cork each built an Opel Rak (Replica of the first
ever jet plane... Yep, that was a glider with rockets!), my 1/4 Kaiser KA1 in
plywood and varnish finish and not to forget Gerry Buckley with his beautiful
ASK 13 and ASK 18.
To list all the
gliders would take too
much space, (we had
around 50 vintage
gliders, and maybe 3
times that on sport
models to fly between
the event), size between
1 and 5m wing span, the
heaviest being by far the
Plu brothers huge Waco,
a WWII glider, 4mtres
wing span only, but a
healthy 25 kilos.
AV361 at the South Slope
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No
serious
crashes, just some
minor scratches which
prove that the level of
piloting skills was
pretty high this year,
especially on the tricky
slope conditions we had
on the Sunday on the
SW facing slope. Big
winds and turbulences
on the landing zone did
not leave any room for
mistakes! The flying
A group of Irish pilots. L to R - Ralph-Kevin-Joe-Les-Fred
stopped that day at
6pm, everybody was more than happy and we all agreed that was a great start for
the meeting!
Back at base camp, we had our now traditional "Aperitif geant" with
beverages and food coming from all over Europe. This gives me the opportunity
to give a huge thank you to Claire for cooking and preparing the BBQ for
everybody for the entire event! Home cooking at its best! All the participants
appreciated the gesture, especially for a free event, hosted by a very small club,
but all that would not have been made possible without the MACI’s generous
support of the event! And to be added, another gesture that was much appreciated
is that the MACI delivered, free of charge to all participants, a special Retroplane
license, valid for the entire month of July, to cover the flying activity that pilots
kept as a souvenir! I have to say that the MACI did everything possible to make
this event, a successful one and to make all the pilots feel welcome!
On the Thursday, the
forecast was unfortunately right,
and it rained pretty much all day
long... some decided to do a bit of
tourism, but for the others, we had a
covered GAA stadium booked in
Kilmuckridge. Thanks again to the
Cork guys who brought a few
indoor models. They did not
hesitate to share the remote with
fellow pilots, but also to the visitors
Ger Bukley‘s ASK13
we had that day, (and with the
building and flying contest of free flight balsa gliders, not sure who had the more
fun, the tourists or the modellers!)
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On the
Friday (10th of
July),
low
clouds and rain
were forecasted
f o r
t h e
afternoon, we
decided to head
to the Model
County Flying
Club in Ferns to
do some aero
towing. The Plu
brothers, (them
again!), brought
with them some
of the most
Vincent Besancon’s masterpiece - Musger MG9a
powerful tugs
you can find in France. That should suit any models we had to tow that day! Free
flight for all, not only vintage, but all gliders were welcomed. The best of show
was the double towing of two Lunaks... lots of laughs and skills, as one of them
lost half is tail on the second tow, but came back safely to the Planet'
Unfortunately, the rain came back earlier than predicted, and we decided
to call it a day and headed to the nearest Pub for some good Guinness and a hot
meal! And again, to prove that the Irish hospitality is not just a rumour, MCFC
club chairman Brian Carolan offered the aperitif and meals to all 20 pilots!
Thanks a lot Brian, and also to the MCFC club members present that day to leave
a bunch of crazy guys using the flying field!
The next day, in the morning,
we decided to do the prize
ceremony due to the poor
weather, (guess what... it was
raining again!), and in the
afternoon, some of us were
back to the indoor GAA pitch
for even more flying, (we
were prepared this time!),
while some stayed in base
camp and organised various
building workshops in the
recreation area of the
campsite.

Fred launching Vincent’s Musger MG9a
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Sunday 12th,
with a few scattered
sho wers
in
the
morning, and strong
winds, we headed to
the SW facing slope at
Mount Leinster where
everybody had a very
good day. Lots of
flying and a mention
of the meeting on Ray
D'arcy's radio show
brought a lot of
spectators to the slope.
Waco going away
Despite the poor
weather, we never saw Mount Leinster that crowded! Thanks Rachel!
In the evening, we voted to put an official end to the meeting as everybody
had lots of flying, and strangely enough, despite the rather awful weather, (this
July was the wettest on records!), this is the Retroplane meeting where we flew
the most! The day finished on the GAA pitch with a buffet to mark an official,
but festive end of the event.
The remainder of the week was used for tourism, fishing, but also flying on
coastal slopes near Kilmuckridge.
All in all, everybody had a great time, and this edition of Retroplane has
been described as the best so far, for the general ambiance between participants,
the flying, and of course, for the Irish hospitality. I know for sure that next year, a
few pilots are coming back here for more tourism and flying! Of course, as usual,
more photos, information etc are available on the Gliderlreland website and on
the forum (http://www.gliderireland.net/forum).
Frederic Marie
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REMEMBERING CLIFFORD
GERARD FEENEY SHARES HIS MEMORIES OF THE
LATE CLIFFORD FURNEAUX
When Clifford Furneaux died
on April 4th 2009 I felt it was the end of
an era, as I’d known Clifford since
November 1987 and his son David
since summer 1982. During the
intervening twenty-two years I’d gotten
pretty familiar with the man, so it was
difficult indeed to lose a memorable
character that I’d known for so long on
the local R/C aeromodelling scene.
The very first time I met
Clifford, I was on the way to Dublin
with David Furneaux. The precise
nature of the sortie was to bring as many
Clifford Furneaux, RIP
models as possible to the RTE studios
so that I could waffle on about building and flying R/C model aircraft on a live
morning TV show. David’s car was packed full of models, so he and I could
barely fit inside! But we got there and back okay, and really I only said a passing
“Hello!” to Clifford on that ‘first contact’.
From that time onwards, Clifford and David appeared more frequently
for flying sessions at Ballybeg, Tulsk. A fair chunk of the 80s and 90s saw such
‘flying visits’ to Ballybeg intermittently repeated, with David engaging in
unspeakable aerial antics with various aerobatic models, after Clifford had
prepped the planes for flight.
Then, in 1993, Clifford and David founded ‘Longford Models’ – an
establishment that proved so useful down throughout the years to local modellers
in both Co. Longford and the adjacent Counties.
Personally speaking, I found it an invaluable source for my preferred
Model Technics fuel and various accessories – not least, my indispensable
Number 11 scalpel blades. Interestingly, Clifford seemed to ‘ration’ my supply of
these blades to a few packs per visit. I’m not sure if he was trying to encourage me
to try an ARTF kit, or else trying to get me to call back time after time for yet
more accessories!
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Whenever possible,
Padraic Cryan and I
enjoyed driving over to
Longford Models for fuel
and other knick-knacks
where we had quite a long
chat with Clifford on each
visit about the latest ‘highflying’ happenings. This is
one thing that we will both
miss so much from now
At the last Tulsk Festival R/C model flying display in August on.
2001, Clifford (third from left) attended with David (second
from left) to help me with the show. Other LMFC members
Alan Forrest and Colm J. Kelly (centre) also helped out, as The founding of the
did freelance fliers Barry Mulligan (fourth from left) and Longford Model Flying
Donagh Cummins (third from right).
Club
was a nother

significant development
and Clifford could be seen ‘in the field’ assisting both David and other fliers, if
needed. Although I have not visited the LMFC very often since the club’s
creation, I actually feel sad that his presence is no longer there – except, I
imagine, in the fliers’ memories.
Clifford and David again came to my rescue several times at the Tulsk
Festival in the mid- to late-90s when I staged annual R/C model aircraft flying
displays near the village. Together with some other LMFC members, they kindly
gave their time to join my display and enrich the overall show. Once more, at
these events, Clifford helped to prep and launch the models. The last time we had
a Tulsk Festival R/C flying demo was in August 2001 – approximately three
weeks before the horrific and
apocalyptic ‘9/11’ occurrence.
On some occasions when I
couldn’t get over to the
Edgeworthstown model shop, Clifford
would arrive with my order. The last
order he delivered in person was several
sheets of Solarfilm for a model I was
finishing off in early 2007. Like chatting
to him at the shop, I shall miss these
relatively infrequent visits to my
‘hovel’. It is another memory which
makes it seem all too ‘unreal’ that he is We were all mesmerised during that Auactually gone now.
gust 2005 visit to Longford Models by Billy
Harrison’s whopping great chopper!
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When
it
was clear that
Clifford
was
seriously ill from
early 2008 onwards,
I wondered if I’d
ever visit the model
shop again? But I
did so one last time
with Padraic Cryan
in November 2008.
During
that
meeting,
though
obviously not at all
Clifford in August 2005 hanging on to a gallon of my
well, Clifford still
Model Technics fuel. Also shown are (from left to right):
managed to emerge
Billy Harrison, Christy Regan and Michael J. Rushe.
and provide our
modelling supplies. The occasion was bitter-sweet because it reminded me of
previous, happier visits and I knew that what we had enjoyed in the past couldn’t
continue much longer…
…I saw Clifford for the last time three weeks and three days before he
died. Even then, he managed to converse with me much better than I had
anticipated. In fact, amongst other things, we even spoke about some
aeromodelling stuff. But, as I left the room, I felt that it would be my last meeting
with someone I had known for such a long time.
It was the last time.
Since Clifford’s death, both Longford Models and the LMFC remain,
and I am sure that both entities will remind those who knew him of the man who
did much good work behind the scenes, especially his ‘production line’ of ARTF
trainers for the various newcomers in the club.
I extend my condolences to Clifford’s wife Rose, his Son David and
David’s partner, Mary. Clifford was a man I will never forget – especially his wry
smile – and I am pleased to have known him.

Gerard Feeney
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Autumn Aerobatic Activity 2009
The AAA was held on the 21st 22nd September at CMAC Midleton. Saturday started grey and murky with low cloud. After registration we had 9 pilots in
F3a Tier 1, 4 pilots in F3A tier 2 and 1 masters pilot.
Due to the bad weather it was obvious that there was no chance of flying
until sometime that afternoon. The decision was made to retire to a local restaurant for some much needed heat and food.
After lunch the weather improved enough for 1 round of each class to be
flown.
Angus Balfour took the honors in tier1 while Les Cowpar won Tier 2.
Dessie Owens who was the only Masters pilot took the win there. Sunday morning started with practically no wind and blue skies. The good weather led to a
noticeable increase standard of flying. Angus continued where he left off and
took the 1000 in tier 1 from Shane Robinson and John Martin. Les Cowpar again
took the round in tier 2 with Dave
King and Jim Howard in close pursuit. Dessie continued his good
form in masters.
Rounds 3 and 4 mirrored the
first two rounds with Angus Les
and Dessie completing the perfect
competition with 4 1000’s.
Thanks must go to the Cork
model Aero Club for the use of
their site. Thanks also to all who
helped prepare the site and lend a
hand on the day.

F3A Tier 1
1 Angus Balfour
2 Shane Robinson
3 John Martin
4 Ray Keane
5 Niall O Sullivan
6 Brian Carolan
7 Gordon James
8 Paul Houligan
9 Noel Barrett

3000
2964
2903
2897
2864
2745
2675
2654
2403

F3A Tier 2
1 Les Cowpar
2 Dave King
3 Jim Howard
4 Kevin Murphy

Niall O Sullivan
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Masters
1 Dessie Owens

Munster Championships 2009
The CMAC Middleton site was the location
for this years Munster
Championships. Usually
the competition is the first
of the season but due to the
early start of the aerobatic
season it was held later
than usual in June. There
were 12 pilots present for
the Saturday morning
briefing, 7 in F3A tier 1
and 5 in F3A Tier 2
As has become a
habit for recent competitions at this site we were unable to start immediately due to low cloud. Meanwhile the competitors were treated to some hot food from the barbecue. After
many test flights it was decided that the cloud level was now acceptable.
Both rounds 1 and 2 were flown on Saturday with Shane Robinson winning both rounds in Tier 1 closely followed by Ray Keane and Niall O Sullivan.
In Tier 2 Noel Barrett won both rounds with Dave King and Stu Holland
in 2nd and 3rd.
The final two rounds were completed on Sunday with Shane taking the
honors in Tier1 from Ray and Niall, while Noel won Tier 2 from Dave King and
Stu Holland.
Many thanks to Dave Foley who travelled to judge, to Philip O Brien who
manned the barbecue and to all the CMAC members who turned out to lend their
assistance on both days.

F3A Tier 1
1 Shane Robinson
2 Ray Keane
3 Niall O Sullivan
4 John Martin
5 Paul Houlihan
6 Brian Carolan
7 Gordon James

F3A Tier 2
1 Noel Barrett
2 Dave King
3 Stu Holland
4 Kevin Murphy
5 Jim Howard

Niall O Sullivan
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MACI Courses

A & B Cert. Examiners Course
Time: 11.00
Contest Directors Course
Time: 14.00
Date: Saturday 27th. March 2010
Venue: The Killeshin Hotel
Portlaoise,
Co. Laois.

Contact Philip Hughes - 087 2569833
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IRISH CONTROL LINE CHAMPIONSPHIPS 2009
LAOIS FLYING SITE, PORTLAOIS 20 SEPTEMBER

Neill O’Brien, John Molloy (Judge), Maurice Doyle, Stoo Holland, Kevin Barry.

With Chris Gilbert away, and John Hamilton not able to be present, the
entry for 2009 was limited to a select few. Stoo Holland, Kevin Barry and Maurice Doyle made the journey, now slightly longer from the North side as the access is down a long lane parallel to the new Motorway, but this is still an excellent site, and the Motorway will speed travel next time. The near part of the site
had been fully mown, giving a full Control Line circle with ample space for lines
and models. The R/C Scale Nationals were flown simultaneously on the far runway, and our thanks are due to the Portlaois Club for the use of their fine site,
their warm welcome and to John Molloy for carrying out the Judging so willingly.
When everyone arrived, the weather was as near perfect as can be, with a
gentle Westerly breeze and blue sky. The Scale had started on Saturday, and they
had to postpone the start until the mist cleared, but there was no need to hurry on
such a lovely day. It clouded over later, but stayed very good for flying to the
end, with just enough wind to set the direction.
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After practice flights, Kevin, fresh from becoming Portuguese Aerobatics
Champ at Julio Isidro’s event there, started the ball rolling and produced a good
flight with his Trivial Pursuit with a Super Tigre 60. Maurice was next and made
his best score in this round flying his Aguila with another Super Tigre 60. Stoo
was unable to get off successfully and recorded a zero, his Brodak 40 not performing in the profile Cardinal.
After a break, when Stoo successfully sorted out his motor, the second
round was flown in the same order, with lower scores for Kevin and Maurice but
a good flight by Stoo helped compensate for his first round problems. Maurice
landed slightly too fast, and seemed down safely, but the spats suddenly caught
on the grass clippings and the u/c folded neatly below the wing.

Kevin and Maurice had brought Classic models, and with the F2B run off
fairly quickly, and John willing to Judge, they set out to run this off. Maurice had
a flight with his U2 with a Super Tigre 46, but Kevin’s Fox 35 in his very pretty
Tucker Special would not perform, despite a good practice flight, so the event
was stillborn.
Not the best Nats for attendance, but it was a very good boost for morale
to have such an excellent flying day after such a dismal, windy Summer. Once
again the combination of Port Laois and September seemed to produce the right
conditions. We would just like to see more entries – maybe next year?.

Results

F2B

Flight

1

2

Best

Placing

Maurice Doyle

931

814

1745

1

Kevin Barry

808

742

1550

2

Stoo Holland

0

748

748

3

Maurice Doyle
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Mike Goldby

-

An Appreciation

“ Look for a guy with glasses, grey hair and beard when you get to the
arrivals area “ This was the description Mike Goldby was relying on to identify
me when he flew into Dublin Airport . It worked and soon we were braving the
havoc that used to be the Red ( Mad) Cow roundabout on our way to
Newbridge.
The MACI technical scale committee had for some time previously
identified the need for an up-to-date interpretation of our scale competition rules.
Contact was made with BMFA with a request for a scale judge / flyer to come
across the Irish sea and be the key speaker at a judging course organised by the
committee.
We were fortunate to find in their nominee a person who was not only top
class in his knowledge of the scale rules but who could articulate them with
clarity and not a little humour when necessary. Mike invited comment and was
always at pains to get two way communication going with his audience and
himself . His thoroughness has ultimately raised the standards of scale flying and
judging in Ireland which equals the best in Europe and beyond .
We are all aware of the dangers when travelling of inviting a person whom
we have only met to “make sure and call whenever you are this way again!”.
Mike insisted at the conclusion of the course that should anyone be attending the
Scale Nationals in England they should make contact and he would give them the
guided tour. His invite was taken up by quite a few , and true to his word he
gained access to the flight line for them and made introductions to judges and
competitors.
By the time we arrived in Newbridge from the airport it was pretty clear to
me that not only did Mike ‘know his stuff’ but that he also had a well honed sense
of humour and an appreciation of the vagaries of the human condition. John
Lenihan from the Cork MFC was staying with me over the week end and some
people maybe unaware that he and myself are not adverse to the odd tipple (or
two). By the time I delivered Mike back to the airport for his return journey, he
had forsaken his preferred Johnny Walker scotch for the more rewarding delights
of Black Bush! . As you can imagine the stories and jokes lasted long into the
night. Mikes service history with the R.A.F. was fascinating to listen to . His
tours of duty in the Middle East had one imagining the heat, the sand and flies.
In contrast his account of changing engines on a Hercules transport in the
Antartic at 40 degrees below had us reaching for the bottle of bush !.
So it was with sadness that I learnt of his terminal illness when speaking to
him on the phone last October .
We who were fortunate enough to have met Mike extend our sincere
condolences to Kim and family. He was a lovely man.

Eamonn Keenan
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Mike Goldby
It is with great sadness I read of Mike Goldby’s passing to his eternal
reward.
I got to know Mike when he ran a judges course in Portlaoise in 2007 and
subsequently met him at the British Nationals on a couple of occasions, where I
and my Tipperary colleagues were invited on to the scale flight line to view the
many wonderful pieces of scale art, and to see scale flying at its best.
Mike was truly a dedicated scale modeller and a true gentleman, who
shared his knowledge and expertise with many.

Mike Goldby & myself at the 2008 British Nationals

“May He Rest In Peace”

Michael McEvoy
IRL 709
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ULSTER CONTROL LINE CHAMPIONSHIPS 2009
TOMMY PATTON PARK, BELFAST - 27 JUNE
The weather
forecast was pretty
dire, (this is taken
direct from last
year’s Report!), but
t hi s
t i me
we
managed it better by
deciding
to
postpone
from
Saturday 20 to the
following
week.
Thanks
to
the
e x c e l l e n t
communications
provided by email
Mitchell, John B, Peter and Stoo
and
telephones,
everyone was kept in the picture. Saturday 27 fortunately had excellent weather,
with the added bonus that Stoo Holland was able to come along and boost the
entry. Mitchell Shaw and John Black also came to Judge, and John Hamilton was
moving very freely following his hip operation, so the turnout was very
representative of F2B.
There were 4
entries in F2B, Stoo and
Chris travelling from
Dublin. Peter showed
notable improvement in
his scores over last year,
as did Chris, and his first
flight bettered Stoo’s
individual scores, so
everyone had something
to show for their efforts.
The
competition
between 1st and 2nd, and
between 3rd and 4th, was
pretty close. No-one had
it easy.

Peter Bradshaw, Chris Gilbert, John Hamilton
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Mitchell Shaw and John Black

Our thanks to everyone for coming along, particularly those travelling
furthest, and making the day worthwhile, Mitchell and John B for judging,
fortunately in pleasant conditions for once, and John H for Line Pulls.

F2B Results
Maurice Doyle
Peter Bradshaw
Stoo Holland
Chris Gilbert

Flight 1

2

Total

Placing

1899.5
1872.0
1736.5
1748.0

1982.5
1924.5
1661.0
1585.5

3882.0
3796.5
3397.5
3333.5

1
2
3
4

Maurice Doyle
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Young Modellers Learning to Fly.
Hannah, aged 12, and Lee Bucke, age 8, are young modellers that are keen
on passing there A cert. Taught by their Father Alf Bucke a well known
modeller / trainer, Lee and Hannah have been around aeromodelling all there life,
as their father has been flying for too many years to mention. Hannah and Lee
have been active members of the Newbridge and district club for last two years .
They fly off a buddy system which works with two JR transmitters a JR
9x2 and a JR 3810 connected together with a buddy lead. This works great
because if Lee or Hannah get into trouble, (which does not happen often), Alf just
flicks a switch and he has full control of the plane. There first plane was a
Prangster with a .25 engine, (nickname rubber duck), and then a Boomerang, a
high wing trainer with a .46 Super Tigre engine . Santa brought a new plane, a
Blackhorse Twister with an OS40. All three planes are flown on a regular basis.
Hannah and Lee not only like flying they also like building and servo installation.
When not flying they both practice on their Phoenix flight simulator.

Alf, Hannah and Lee
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Both young pilots, along with parents Alf and Noeleen, travelled recently
to the Weston Park RC model show in Birmingham where all types of models can
been seen. There were model aircraft displays and jet scale from top pilots from
UK and Europe. There was also a pyrotechnic display and RC car racing.
There was even toffee bombers, and all the children ran out to get toffees .
Lee got a toffee with a ribbon attached and won a prize a neck strap for his
transmitter, while Hannah managed to fill her pockets with toffees. Lee purchased
a cap 232 and is keen to get it built. Hannah was amazed that they flew RC planes
at night .This is done with LED lights, red on one wing green on the other. Lee
bought a remote controlled boat and sailed it at the show. All enjoyed the many
RC shops and there was also a fun fare . There was even a beer tent with nightly
entertainment. They camped on site and would recommend Irish modellers to
attend next year. The web site for details is;
http://www.westonparkmodelairshow.co.uk
Alf says that he is so proud of his children and their achievements, glad
that they have shown a interest in this great sport of aeromodelling., and he hopes
that they will continue to do so for many years to come and hopesthat they get as
much fun out of it as he has. He also says that he never forced modelling on them
and that it was they who showed the interest and believes that this should be the
way . He thanks them for the time they spend with him which he treasures dearly.
He also mentions that they are his personal pit crew, they get all models from the
modelling shed and load up his car etc. Lee is planning on taking the next step
and plans on getting training in RC helis, which Alf is also trying to master at the
moment.
Alf hopes that other children are encouraged to join other clubs and build
on the family side to modelling . So lets all get our younger buddy's buddying.
Well done Hannah and Lee
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SCALE SYMPOSIUM
SATURDAY 23rd June 2009
As with life in general, you never know it all, and certainly in matters
scale this holds true, but all things considered a good old dent was made in this
adage by Steve Quigley, Tony Greene, Liam Jackson, John McFarland and
Eamonn Keenan, experts in scale who made it plain that while they might not
boast to know it all, certainly speak on subjects as if they do and leave their
audience in no doubt they know not it all but the best part of it all.
Large
scale is not for
the faint hearted,
but should you
venture
down
this road, then
please at the
very least have a
word with Tony
Greene of the
renowned
Roundwood
Club, who spoke
of gas engines,
glow
engines,
fuel types, twin
battery packs, on
board
battery
We’re here to learn!
management,
carbon props, glue types and a host of potential "red flags", which the novice
should familiarise himself with before venturing into this class.
The challenge in landing a large scale war bird is worthy of mention,
line her up for final approach, maintain speed, deploy flaps (if you have them),
keep her level and then ease back on the throttle but only when you are over the
landing strip - enough to bring a tear to your eye.
Tony also gave practical advice on the art of using spray guns,
airbrushing and techniques, compressor source, and the availability of a huge
range of paints at your disposal.
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How many times have you left the field with that old banger of a plane
you have flown to the tedium of your fellow flyers, in truth you know it's reliable,
but you also know it's a century old with peeling Solarfilm and a worn look. Bin
it? DON'T - scale conversion to the rescue. Steve Quigley with a projected
display, illustrated clearly how a modest trainer can be transformed, whether to a
piper cub or pawnee, and all this without breaking the Bank. Is your Tiger Moth a
bit jaded looking, then try a new colour scheme. Your ARTF not quite up to scale
replication, then compare it with some archived pictures, make the modifications
and have a top class piece of kit for your next day out.
Liam Jackson can tell you a thing or two about retracts, surface
preparation and a really good system for creating panel lines, the perfect finish
you need before hitting the spray gun button. As Liam said, the spray of paint
may look the part and replicate your chosen colour, but be warned, it won't hide
the botch job you did before walking the dog.
Colour everywhere, but not what it seems, my carpet is green, but on
reflection it seems turquoise but definitely green, yes green with a hint of grey,
just a hint you see, green that is and not grey, but definitely a bit of grey.
Confusing?
Let
John
McFarland sort it
for you, and
lingering doubts
will vanish, it is
either the correct
colour or if you
like an illusion,
which you create
to
copy
the
colour of the
chosen
prototype, and
you the scale
builder
then
become
an
illusionist
or
Eamonn Keenan shows just how you do it.
conjurer.
A
brilliant projected display of aircraft, their transfer to scale modelling, and how
it's done. Of intrigue was the re-spray job on some full size aircraft out of kilter
with the prototype, which the scale pilot can source and replicate, an interesting
twist to confound the critics.
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A fine wine came last, a vintage brand, no conjurer of cheap tricks, but a
master of scale building techniques and replication, the wizard Eamonn Keenan
who demonstrated his skills in reproducing panel lines, rivets and a host of other
scale features to bring your scale model to professional standards. A gas burner
was produced to show in workshop like conditions the stages of replicating rivets
by heat to a metal tip. Luckily the smoke alarm didn't trigger thus avoiding the
inevitable embarrassment of dealing with smouldering furniture and a health and
safety check.
This short
report
does
no
justice to the sheer
volume of material
presented
in
a
thought provoking
manner by all the
speakers mentioned,
and those who
attended were very
impressed and left
the symposium a
great deal the wiser.

Eamonn Keenan, Paul Fetherstonhaugh, John McFarland
and Michael McEvoy

On a personal note, I take this opportunity to thank again, Steve, Tony,
Liam, John and Eamonn for their research on their chosen subject, their excellent
presentation and time given on a foggy and cold Saturday. The organisation of
this event was for my part a breeze, the scale association rowed in with help and
assistance from day one, and a phone call to check this or that a pleasure, each
member contacted giving it his own from the heart. The way to go, and hopefully
I will be able to reciprocate their time given by organising a similar event some
time soon..

Paul Fetherstonhaugh
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An amusing article from the 1985 RCM&E
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Flying Site Guidelines
GENERAL POLICY: Our member to member insurance policy requires
that model flying shall take place only from "approved flying sites" and the
following shall constitute the categorisation of such approved flying sites for
radio control use.
As it is impractical for the Council to inspect all sites, the final decision
and responsibility regarding the suitability of any site MUST rest with the users
of that site and NOT with the Council, and this principle must be accepted by all
members as a condition of insurance. The Council would normally approve for
insurance purposes any flying site that conforms to the following safety
guidelines:
1.

The site should be large enough to provide a minimum of approx. 300m x
100m clear space, containing no buildings, people or roads.

2.

Unobstructed takeoff and landing approaches.

3.

No overhead cables, telephone wires etc. within the flying site.

4.

No overflying of spectators or car park area due to site limitations.

5.

A minimum separation of 200m from residential buildings or other noise
sensitive areas, for powered aircraft.

6.

Flying shall be limited to fully paid up and insured members of MACI at
all times. No non MACI members shall be allowed to fly at any site under
these by-laws other than bonafide visitors from outside Ireland who are
themselves members of and insured with the relevant controlling body for
model aviation in their country of residence.
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The following classifications of flying sites will be considered by the
Council for approval:

A.

CLUB SITES - where more than eight fliers normally operate. A written
recommendation of the site will be required from the club secretary or
other responsible official, which will be renewed annually upon
re-affiliation of the club.

B.

PRIVATE SITES - where access is limited to not more than eight fliers,
who shall satisfy themselves that the site is suitable and reasonable for the
purpose of model flying, and that it conforms to the Council's safety guide
lines. A written recommendation will not be mandatory, except
retrospectively in the case of a claim being made.

C.

SLOPESOARING SITES - the requirements will be the same as for
private sites above. However as Slope Soaring sites are normally public
areas, the limitation of numbers and spectators shall not apply for these
sites. Display flying shall still be covered by paragraph D below.

D.

DISPLAY SITES - normally display flying should be done using blanket
cover such as is usually arranged by the organisers. In the event of this
being unavailable, written notice to the Council is mandatory on an MACI
display notification form. The site must conform to the Council's safety
guidelines and the conditions on the display notification form must be
fully adhered to. Flying of radio controlled powered fixed wing aircraft
may only be done by competent pilots holding MACI B certs.
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Sleeping with Sinnead
Great flying is wonderful. But for one thing, great flying is the nearest
thing to heaven and those who have been there will tell you so. Only one thing
can beat great flying, and that thing is sleeping with girls! Not many would try
the two together, but I did!
It happened in Wexford, and yes I did enjoy it.
I was there to fly in the "Masters" and I agreed to judge those who were
then, and still are, my betters, who were flying F.3.A.
Well, it was an honour to be asked!
Names like "Barret" "Kean" "Carolin" were being mentioned, and there
were other little bulls trying to pull them from their lofty towers. And I, in my
gullible innocence had agreed to judge this!??
May God forgive my pride!
This happened back in the days when judges had beside them, "Scribes",
to keep the score and call the next manoeuvre.
Electric was unheard of, "Four-Stroke" was the in thing, and pilots were
spinning their propellers in preparation for battle when she sat down beside me.
She was not just nice, she was drop dead god awful gorgeous!
"Padjo" said she as she sat down.
"Sinnead" said I, for we had met before.
Four-strokes are lazy engines. They seem to pull airplanes around the
sky with effortless ease. And that is what they were doing.
And that was round one.
Have you ever tried Judging?
Have you ever tried telling your betters what they are doing wrong?
Have you ever tried watching every little move in every flight for not one, but
two days? And can there be anything more hypnotic than great flying. There is
nothing more hypnotic than perfect beautiful, slow rolls, and straight down the
runway landings
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I love Wexford. I love the countryside. I love the off-shore windmills. I
love the rivers where my grandchildren try to snare elusive fish. Fields are full of
sheep. Sheep and sleep. Sleep and sheep. Hypnotic flying. And the weather was
balmy. And sleep is a. natural thing. I slipped into it with gentle ease.
For all of two minutes I saw angels fly perfect slow rolls, cuban-eights
like you never saw, and loops like you'd only see over a crib at Christmas! For all
of two minutes I was in that wonderful world, then....
"Sinnead?"
"What?"
"Where is he?"
"What....oh Christ!"
Sinnead had slipped on the same banana as I had! She also had
been with the angels!
"Oh God!"
The aircraft had now lined up the runway and was about to land.
And it landed perfectly.
I do not apologise, these things happen, but if you were the pilot of that
aircraft and you found "not observed" "not observed" "not observed" scored on
all your best manoeuvres, at least now you know what happened.
No, I did not have a wasp in my glasses, I was busy!
I was sleeping with Sinnead!

(This story was sent in by Paddy Gavin about his friends, Shane and Sinnead)
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2010 MACI Competition Dates
For the most up-to-date information visit -------www.maci.ie

Helicopter
April 3

Heli challenge round 1

May 14, 15 & 16

Midland MFC

John O’ Rourke
087 7617911

3DX Ireland All info on MACI web-site, 3DX web-site and
Waterford MFC web-site

September 11 & 12 Helicopter & Fixed Wing 3D Eire Cup

Waterford MFC
John O’ Rourke
087 7617911

Gliding
March 13/14 ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster

Joe Doyle 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com

May 22/23

ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster

Joe Doyle, 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com

June 12

SMFC Glide-in

Tountinna

September 11/12 ISR Glide-in

Mt Leinster
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Gerry Buckley 086 3497493
gerryb2003@gmail.com
Joe doyle, 086 6032598
josephdoyle@mac.com

Scale
Please Note
All Scale Championships, except the Scale Nationals, will be held on a
Saturday. In the event of a large number of competitors or bad weather on the
Saturday, then the Sunday will be utilised. Please check with the contact below,
or the MACI web-site on the Friday that the competition is going ahead.

April 25

Laois Scale Fly In

Portlaoise Paul Fetherstonaugh 087 1331736

May 16

Scale Fly In

Curragh

May 29

Scale event

Midland MFC

June 12

Scale Gala

Model County MFC Des Owens

Paul Fetherstonaugh 087 1331736
Declan Henegan 087 2625868

June 26 & 27 Leinster Scale Championships Portlaoise

087 2220824

Fergus O’Reilly
087 2888352

July 3 & 4

East Coast Scale Championships Roundwood MFC Tony Greene
087 2379056

July 11

Laois Scale Fly In

Portlaoise Paul Fetherstonaugh 087 1331736

July 24 &25 Laois Scale championships Portlaoise

August 8

Scale Fly In Midland MFC

August 29

Scale Fly In Model County MFC

Declan Henegan 087 2625868

September 5 Scale Fly In Roundwood MFC
September 18 & 19

September 26
October 3

Scale Nationals

Des Owens

087 2220824

Tony Greene

087 2379056

Portlaoise

Scale Fly In Curragh
Tipperary MFC Scale Fly In
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Paul Fetherstonaugh
087 1331736

Paul Fetherstonaugh
087 1331736

Declan Gallagher 087 6310597
Littleton

Maurice Walsh
086 8552631

F3A Aerobatic
May 8/9

Tipperary Champs

Carron MFC

May 29/30

Munster Champs

Cork MFC

Jim Howard

June 19/20

Leinster Champs
(Team Trial)

Roundwood MFC

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 3/4

Triple Crown Ireland Model County FC
Wexford

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 17/18

South Leinster Champs Model County FC
Wexford

Brian Carolan
087 6509848

July 31/August 1 Aerobatics Nationals
(August 2nd standby day)

Gordon James 086 8269840

Carron

Gordon James
086 8269840

Aug 27 - Sep 4 F3A European Aerobatics Champs Kapfenberg, Styria, Austria.
Contact Heidi Triebl-Waldhaus +43-1-505102877f3a-ec@aeroclub.at
Sept 4/5

F3A Aerobatics

IMAAA Stand By Date
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Brian Carolan
087 6509848

Steve Quigley, NDMFC, with fellow judges Peter Kalloff, Sweden ( Chief F4H Judge) and Lars Siggerud, Norway judging
first international competition for new F4H class at European Scale Champs at Elverum, Norway in July.

Full Size Minimoa

